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1. Introduction
‘
In this ]$)al)er$ we shall describe recent topics on the compressible Euler equation aiid
the $relatii^{\gamma}$istic Enler eqtiation for the mnltidimensioiia$l$ case. The compressible Euler
$e\dot{c}1\iota$ation for an isentropic ga.$s$ in $R^{n}$ is given $b\}^{r}$
(1.1) $\{\begin{array}{l}p_{t}+\sum_{j=1}^{11}\frac{\partial}{\partial.\iota_{j}}(\rho v_{j})=0.(\rho\iota\iota_{j})_{l}+\sum_{j=1}^{\prime l}\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{j}}(\rho\iota l;\iota\iota_{j}+\delta_{jj1)})=\rho f_{i}, (?=1,2, \cdots, \uparrow\iota)\end{array}$
$\backslash \backslash \vee ith$ the $e(\downarrow\iota$ation of state
(1.2) $p=c\iota^{2}\rho^{\dot{l}}$
$\backslash \backslash rhere$ the clensity $\rho,$ $veloc\cdot it\backslash \cdot u=^{t}$ $(\iota_{1}. \iota_{2}, \cdots , \iota\iota_{1})$ and pressure $p$ are fnnctions of $x\in R^{n}$
ancl $t\geq 0,$ $\backslash \backslash \cdot hilcf$ is a $gii^{r}en$ external force and $a>0$ aiid $\gamma\geq 1$ are given constants.
This is a typical exaniple of conservation laws ancl has attracted many mathematicians.
In $1)arti_{Ct1}1ar$ , for the one dimensional crtse $(n=1)$ , the Cauchy problem for (1.1) with
(1.2) has been studied $extcnsivel\backslash r$.
On the otlier hancl, little is known for the case $\mathfrak{l}l\geq 2$ . No global solutions are known
to exist, $b\iota lt$ only local $classic\cdot alsol\iota tion|s$ , in the full generality.
In 1992, rve have $pi\cdot eselitedglol$) $al$ weak solutions first for the case $n\geq 2$ . We have
done this, $ho\backslash \backslash \cdot et’er$ , oiily for the $e\cdot ase$ of $s^{t}pheric$.ally synimetry with $\gamma=1i_{11}$ the domain
$o\iota itside$ a nnit $1\supset a11$ .
Horvever, $\backslash \backslash e\mathfrak{c}\cdot ould$ not (ontent $0\iota r^{\sigma};e1\backslash \cdot eb^{\zeta_{)}’},incc$ onr class of initial clata does not contain
stationary )$(1\iota tions$ . In 1993 $\backslash \backslash \cdot e\iota\cdot 1$ tliat if $v_{1’}e$ tise a iion-uniforni $mesli$ chosen
$c\cdot ar()f\iota 11\}$ . $G]i_{111111’ S111et]_{10(1}}$ still $w\langle)1^{\cdot}k_{!}^{c_{)\dot{\zeta}}’}\iota 11(1gi_{le}(;glo1)_{\dot{C}}\iota 1$ weak soltitioiis for the initial data
in thc $c\cdot lass$ cont $\lambda$iiiiiig $tli\backslash ,$ . tioiis. $\backslash \backslash /\epsilon^{1}$ sliall explaiii $the|seies\iota lts$ and lelate$(1$
$to\iota)ie^{\zeta_{)}’}i_{11}S\xi^{i}$ ( $(io112. It \backslash \backslash i\backslash ho1)s’cr\backslash \cdot \mathfrak{c}^{1}di_{1}\iota[13]$ that $t]_{1e}(;e$ statioiiary $sol\iota tionls$ ar $\supset$ stable if
$initi_{d}1$ clata $(il\cdot e^{\sigma_{)}}\iota ffic\cdot ient1\backslash \nu(1_{0^{C_{)\{}’}}\backslash$ fo $t1\iota()bt^{x\sigma_{)}}\prime 01\iota tions$ .
For tlie $(ase\gamma>1,0\iota\iota r111\iota^{3}t1_{1\langle)}d$ (all’tl) $e_{\dot{c}}\iota p1)]ie(1$ . T. Makiiio an(1 S. $Ta1_{\overline{t}}eno$ have
$1)1^{\cdot}O\backslash \cdot cd,$ $|)\}^{r}t_{l}^{t};ing(Oltl1)P\mathfrak{U}b_{\dot{C}}t\uparrow(Jd(O11\iota)a(\uparrow\supset inetho(1$, the $exi^{\sigma_{)}}\prime tenc\cdot\iota^{1}$ of temporally loc$\cdot$al
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$\backslash \backslash (\backslash _{\dot{\zeta}}\iota k,;01nt$ ioii $fo\iota\cdot(1.1)\backslash \backslash \cdot it1_{1,)1)}(1\iota cri(\dot{c}\iota 1e_{)}\backslash 11111\iota ei$ ry ill[2]. Recciiily we $h_{i}\iota ve$ kiiown tliat
$Gli_{11111}\iota$ iiiirl $C^{t}1icii1ia\iota^{r}cs\iota\iota(tt^{1}t^{Y}(\iota_{t^{1}d}io])ro\backslash \cdot ctli_{t^{1}}c^{1}xist()11CC of glo1)_{\dot{\zeta}}\iota 1$ weak solntion for (1.1)
$\backslash \backslash \cdot i\uparrow 1,)(\dot{c}t1.\supset..\cdot F_{t})r\backslash \cdot i\sigma’)\langle 0\iota^{c};1)al\cdot(t_{\Gamma O1)}i(g_{\dot{\mathfrak{c}}})^{t_{)}}\downarrow\backslash I$ . Okacla and T. Makiiio [10] liave
$])1^{\cdot}t)1^{\cdot}t^{J}di$ he $t^{\backslash }xit_{\backslash tt^{Y}11(e}$ of $gloI$ ) $j\iota 1$ soliiiioiis.
$\backslash \vee(\backslash xt, 1\iota t^{C_{)}}(\cdot()u^{e\prime}ielcrt1_{1(1(}\backslash \cdot r1_{\dot{c}\backslash ti\iota\cdot i^{\kappa_{\}}}tic\cdot E\iota 1c^{1}rc(\downarrow\iota_{\dot{C}}\iota fion}cle|)e\cdot riI)i_{1l}g$a $ni_{t)}iion$ of perfect fluicl
ill $;1)\zeta^{Y}(i_{\dot{C}}\iota 1rt)1_{\dot{c}}\iota ti\backslash \cdot if)’$ . Tlie $1^{\cdot}t’ lati\backslash \cdot isti($ Enlcr $\iota^{\tau}(\downarrow\iota a$iioii for $\dot{C}\iota 11isent_{\Gamma O}1)ic\cdot ga^{\sigma_{)}’}l$ in the $I\vee Iinkowski$
$;)p_{\dot{c}}\iota c\cdot c- t$ inie i,s $gi\backslash rcn1$ )$\backslash$
$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\frac{/jr^{2}+])1}{c\underline{)}1-\frac{\iota\downarrow-}{c^{\underline{t}}}}-\frac{].)}{c_{-}^{\underline{)}}})+\sum_{i=1}^{\}}\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{i}}(\frac{/j(+1)u_{i}\underline{)}}{c^{2}1-\frac{u^{\underline{\supset}}}{c-}})=0$ ,
(1.3)
$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\frac{\rho c^{2}+pt^{1i}}{c\underline{)}1-\frac{ll}{c\underline{|}}}I+\sum_{i=1}^{3}\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{j}}(\frac{pc^{\underline{)}}+pu_{i}u}{c^{\underline{)}}1-\frac{ju^{2}}{c^{\supseteq}}}+\delta_{ij}p)=0,$ $(i=1,2,3)$ ,




the cleiisity $\rho,$ $\backslash eloc\cdot ityu=^{t}(n_{1}, n_{2}, u_{3})$ and pressure $p$ are functions of $x\in R^{3}$
and $t\geq 0$ . $\backslash \backslash \cdot hilec$ is the $sl$) $eed$ of the light and $\sigma$ is the speed of the sound which are
constanis. $Ac\cdot cording$ to the relativistic theory, $\sigma$ never exceeds $c$ . Especially, the csse
$\sigma^{2}=\frac{c^{-}}{3}$ is important in the context of the physics. If $carrow\infty,$ $(1.3)$ rednces to the classical
$compressil\supset le$ Enler $eq\iota latioll(1.1)$ .
In 1993, Smoller and Temple [11] $ha\backslash :e$ constructed uniformly bounded weak solu-
tions for 1 diinensional case ]$)y$ using Glimm’s inethod. After constructing approximate
solutions, they $11ai^{r}e$ showed that the $i^{r}ariation$ of $\log\rho$ is monotone $dec\cdot reasing$ .
In 1994. $T_{\sim}\backslash$Iakino and $S.U1_{\mathfrak{i}_{\dot{\zeta}}\iota}i[3]ha1^{r}eproi^{r}ec1$ , by using Lax $s$ theorem, the existence of
fhe local cla,$\sigma_{\backslash S}$ ical solutions for (1.3). ${\rm Re}(ently$ we have $(:onstr\iota ctedglol\supset al$ weak solutions
for (1.3) $\backslash \backslash \cdot ithspheri(al$ symnietry. we sliall $e\backslash plain$ this result in section 3.
2. Global weak solution for the compressible Euler equation
In ihis $sec\cdot tion$ we $Sha$]$]_{1)resen\uparrow}$ our recent results on the $compressil\supset le$ Euler equation
with spherical synimetry. $\backslash \backslash \prime e$ look for solntions of the form
(2.1) $/)= \rho(t, |.\iota\cdot|),\vec{\iota\iota}=\frac{\iota}{|.).\cdot|}\cdot u(t, |x|)$ .





This $e$($\downarrow\iota$ation $1_{1d}s$ a $|\zeta;ing\iota 1arit\}’$ at $\iota\cdot=0$ . To avoid the $cliffic\iota ltyc\cdot aused1$ )$y$ tliis singnlarity,
$\backslash \backslash esim1)1_{1^{r}}$ cleal with $th\iota^{3}1\supset 0\iota n(lary\backslash \cdot alne\iota)rol\supset lelll$ for (2.2) in the clomaiu $1\leq?<\infty$ (the
exterior of a $c_{)1)]\iota ere)}\backslash \iota\cdot it1_{1}t1_{1(}\backslash |)Ot111(1arycon(lition\iota(t, 1)=0$, wliich is $identic\cdot d1$ , nncler
$\uparrow\iota_{1}’(2.1)$ , to $t1_{1()}1_{\iota}b’1\lambda 11\supset ot11(1_{\dot{r}}\iota\iota\cdot\backslash rc\cdot on(1iiio\iota 1\vec{1I}\cdot\vec{\iota\iota}=0$ for (1.1) wher$()|\tilde{\downarrow}i)$’ the
nnif iioriual $io$ tlie ] $)Ot11(1_{\dot{c}}t1^{\cdot}\backslash ’$.




$ll_{l}+ll\prime l_{l}$ . $+ \frac{/l^{\wedge}//\tilde{j},\underline{)}}{\tilde{/},J^{\sim l1})_{-\cdot(’ 1-1)t_{\hat{l}}-1)}\neg}=\frac{r\iota^{2_{\wedge}},(\prime\prime-1\}\tilde{\rho}^{\gamma-1}}{||}$.
$I_{11}r1^{\cdot}O(1\iota(\zeta^{\iota}\uparrow h(\backslash La\iota\cdot\cdot$ inass $(oor(1i1\iota a\square C_{\iota\backslash }$
(2.4) $\tau=t$ , $\xi=\int_{1}^{1}$
.
$/\grave{)}(t, ’\cdot)rl’\cdot$ .




Pnt $\iota’=1/\grave{p}$ and note tliat the $ill\backslash erset_{1}ransformation$ to (2.4) is given by
(2.6) $t=\tau$ . $\uparrow=1+\int_{0}^{\xi}v(t, \zeta)cl($.






$\backslash \backslash herer$ is now defined by $’=1+ \int_{0}^{x}\iota^{1}(t, \zeta)d\zeta$ . Now we restrict ourselves to the case




where $K=c\iota^{2}(11-1)$ . Let $\iota s$ consider the $initiall$)$oundary$ valne $prol\supset lem$ for (2.8) in
$t\geq 0$ . $\iota\cdot\geq 0\backslash \backslash \cdot ith$ the follorving $|)ounclary$ and initial conditions.
(2.0) $\iota(O, \backslash ?\cdot)=\iota_{0}(.?\cdot)$ , $\iota(0, .\iota’)=v_{0}(x)$ , $fo\uparrow x>0$ ,
(2.10) $n(t, 0)=0_{\tau}$ $fo’\cdot t>0$ .
Theorem 2.1. $S?\iota pposetl’,r\iota tlt_{0}(\tau\cdot)$ and $\iota_{0}(.\iota:)a\uparrow\cdot e$ of bounded $va7^{\cdot}lation$ , and that $\iota_{0}$} $(x)\geq$
$\delta_{0}>0fo\uparrow\cdot$ all.i$\cdot$ $>0$ witli $sor|\iota epositi\iota\prime e$ constant $\delta_{0}$ . Then (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) have a
global weah solntion.
This theoreni $(\dot{c}tn1)e1)roi^{r}cd1)\backslash _{!}$ following Ni.shida’s $\arg\iota$ iiieut [9] $\rceil)_{\dot{\zeta}}\iota sed$ on$\cdot$ Gliinin’s method
[1]. For $\uparrow|lie$ cletail, $l\zeta_{)}ec[4]$ . $\downarrow\backslash otc$ that the $1$) $ri_{\mathfrak{U}(}\cdot ipa1pai\cdot t$ of (2.8) coincides exactly with
the onc-dimciisional coln)l$\cdot$($\backslash$s,)’iIle Enlcr $Q(1lation, 1)\iota t$ this coinciclence does not occirr for
$\gamma>1$ .
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Remark 1. $\backslash otet11_{i}\iota t$ if $i;11(io1)\backslash \cdot io\iota\iota^{\epsilon};i$ liai $tl\iota i_{\backslash }1^{\cdot}C\backslash \iota 1t$ also $i_{111}1$) $1ic^{\sigma}|$; the cxist $\backslash 11CC$ of
glol) $i\backslash 1wt^{1}i\downarrow k_{St)}1\iota t](11^{t}|)$ of (1.1). If $t;\langle)1ntioll;;$ ill $L_{\dot{\prime}}\iota gra11gia\iota 1(oor(liui\iota teart^{\backslash }$ sniooth $b$
$f\iota 11(\uparrow io11^{t’}|\backslash ,$
$\backslash \backslash t^{\backslash }t_{\dot{f}}t11$ sliow tliat $uit11(1p(\iota_{(}\tau c1\iota(\mathfrak{t}^{1}c1$ froiii $t11c^{\sigma_{)}}\cdot esolution^{e};s_{\dot{r}}\iota ti;)fy(1.1\}^{1)}yt^{C_{)}’}iug$
tlie $(1\downarrow ai_{1}\iota\iota\cdot n1(\backslash . B\iota i ift_{)}o1\iota ti1)11^{\iota_{)}^{1}}$ are $w\mathfrak{c}_{\dot{C}}^{1}\iota\rfloor_{\{)}olui$,ioiis, we innsi be inore $caref\iota 11$ . In [8] K.
$\backslash Ii’/Jol\iota ata1_{1_{(}i^{e_{\}}}}.\cdot 1)rovccl$ thai $\backslash \backslash \gamma e_{\dot{c}}\{kso1\iota tio11^{\sigma_{)}}’$ ill Lagrangian coordiiiate are weak soltitioiis in
$E\iota lel\cdot i\dot{i}llc\cdot oor$ (liiiato at lea,$st$ fliey are $s1^{heii\cdot ally,;yn1111e\uparrow ric}$) $($ an $r1$ tliirt $i^{r}ice$ vcrsa. $Inscea\mathfrak{c}1$
of nsiiig tlie $(1_{1a}ini\cdot ule,$ $1\backslash ’ t^{1}tSC$ thc fa$c\cdot t$ fliat thc Lagrangian $transfor111_{\dot{C}}\iota i$ ion is a
$|)i- Li_{1)S(}\cdot hii\gamma_{\wedge}1_{1(n1eo111O\Gamma}1)1_{1}isI1l$ fo $1)1^{\cdot}O\backslash (\}$ fliat $(u, /j)$ is also $w()ak$ solntion of (1.1). This is
$tlic^{\backslash }$ inain $i(1_{t_{\dot{(}\mathfrak{i}}^{1}}$ of $\backslash \backslash a$giier [4]. $He^{1}$ lias $sl_{1}o\backslash \backslash e\mathfrak{c}1t1_{1C}e(\downarrow\iota i_{\lambda^{r_{\dot{c}}}t}1ence$ for th $e^{}$ $C_{\dot{c}}\iota c1_{1}\cdot[lenl$ in
$011C^{t})1)ac\cdot c(li\iota 1lCllsion$ . In [8]. $I\overline{\backslash }$ . $\backslash Ii^{r}/o1\iota i\iota f_{(\{}$ lias givcii $i1_{1\in}\backslash (1et_{\dot{C}}\iota iled_{1)}i\cdot oof$ of ihis $e(1^{\iota ivaleu(e}$
for the more geiieral case.
Remark 2. K. $i\backslash Iizohata$ lias exteiided this result to the case $iI1$ which the
$grai\cdot ii$ational force $f=-\rho-1l/’ 2a\iota$)$pea$rs in the $right- h_{\dot{c}}md$ side of the ;econd equation of
(2.2). For the detail, see $[\overline{l}]$ .
$Ii$ is clear that the eqnation (2.2) aclniits the stationary solutions




For these stationary solutions, we have $\inf\iota=0$ , i.e., $u$ is not bouiided away from zero.
Norv, if we attempt to enlarge the class of the initial data of Theorem 2.1 so that it
includes these stationary solutions, $\}^{r}e$ reaclily encounter a difficulty in construction of
the approximate solntions nsecl in Glimin’s metho(1, [1], that is, the mesh lengths $\triangle x$
and $\Delta t$ should $\rceil)ec\}iosen$ so that $\triangle.\uparrow/\triangle t>a/\inf v$ in view of the Courant-Friedrichs-
$Le\backslash v\backslash$ condition. $v,\cdot herei\iota s’thi^{\zeta}|$; $(o\iota 1d$ not $])epossil)le$ as long $dS$ the mesh is supposed to
$1)e$ uniform. In [5] $\backslash \backslash \cdot ehai\prime e$ showed tliat if we $\iota se$ a non-uniform inesh chosen carefully,
Glimm’s meihod still $\backslash \backslash Ol\cdot ks$ and gives $gloI\supset al$ weak solutions for the initial data in the
class containing the stationary solntions (2.11).
$\backslash$ Iore precisely, $\backslash \backslash e$ deal with the initial data $u^{0}$ and $v^{0}$ satisfying the following condi-
tions:
$\iota_{0}$ , $|n_{0}|$ , $T$ . $l.\iota_{0}$ , $T$.1 $’.1_{0}\leq C_{0}$ ,
(2.12)
$\frac{\delta_{0}}{(1+x)^{1-\epsilon}}\leq\tau_{0}(x\cdot)$ ,
where $C_{0},$ $\delta_{0}$ and $\epsilon$ arc positive $c\cdot 01lstants$ independent of $x$ and $0<\epsilon\leq 1$ . By using a
non-uniforin inesli nletho($1,$ $\backslash 1^{-e}$ have $s\iota ccee(led$ to enlarge the class of the initial data so
that it $inc\cdot li\iota eles$ these )$stati_{t})n_{\dot{c}}u\cdot\backslash$ solntions. For the detail, see [5].
Theorem 2.2. If $\iota 0$ and $l_{0}satisf_{t}/(2.12)$ . then the $initial- boundar\iota/$ value $pr\cdot oblem(2.8)$ ,
(2.9) and (2.10) admit a $glol$) $(\iota lweaX,\cdot$ solntion $(\iota,$ $\iota))$ .
3. Global weak solution for the relativistic Euler equation
Ill tliis $|\zeta)(1$(tion we $s1\iota_{\dot{\epsilon}}\{111)\iota\cdot est^{1}11i$ onr $rcs\iota lt$ on $ihcrelativisti($ Enler cquation with
$s1^{1_{1e1}})ic_{\dot{c}}t1s\backslash \cdot nl\mathfrak{U}lctrv$. $Similal\cdot 1\backslash \cdot$ we look for solnfioiis of fhe form
(3.1) $\rho=/)(t. |.\iota\cdot|),$ $\iota=\frac{1}{|.1.\cdot|}\cdot ll(\dagger, |.1^{\cdot}|)$ .
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$\tau\iota\cdot 1_{1t^{1}}\iota\cdot e$ $=\sqrt{|_{\overline{|}}^{J}+\iota\frac{)}{2}+\iota^{2}\}}$ . $Th_{t^{1}11}(1.3)\rceil\backslash \cdot l$
$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\frac{/JC^{2}.+j^{j}1}{(\underline{)}1-\frac{t1\underline{)}}{r\underline{)}}}-\frac{].J}{(\underline{)}}I+\frac{\partial}{\partial 1}(\frac{/JC^{\underline{l}}.+ptl}{r^{2}1-\frac{\ell-1}{c\underline{)}}}I+\frac{\rho 1^{J}}{C^{\prime 2}1-\frac{I\prime-}{c^{j}}?}=0$ ,
(3.2)
$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\frac{/’ r\cdot.\cdot+1^{Jll}\underline{)}}{(21-\frac{1l\underline{)}}{r^{\underline{l}}}})+\frac{\partial}{o_{1}}(\frac{/Jt^{2}.+\int’ t^{2}}{(\underline{)}1-\frac{\mathfrak{l}’-}{r\underline{)}}}+1’)+\frac{\rho p\iota(}{c^{\underline{)}}1-\frac{\iota’\sim}{c^{\underline{J}}}?}=0$ .
$\backslash 1^{\vee}e$ again $si_{111}1$) $1y$ deal $\backslash \backslash \cdot ithtl$} $c1)0\iota lclal\cdot y$ valiie $1$) $ro1)1e^{s}m$ for (3.2) in $r1_{1C}$ (lonlain $1\leq?<\infty$
$(ont,)icle$ a nnir $|)all)\backslash \backslash rirh$ tlic $|)0\iota ndary\backslash \dot{\zeta}\iota 1nc$ (ollditioll $\{(t, 1)=0$ fo $\dot{\zeta}\iota\backslash \cdot oicl$ tlie ) $ing\iota 1_{i}u\cdot ity$
caused at tlic oligin. $I_{11t1}\cdot o(1\iota c\cdot e$ Lagrangian coordinate
(3.3) $t=\int_{1}’p^{2}Jdr$ ,
$\backslash \backslash here$
(3.4) $J=1+ \frac{(c^{2}+\sigma^{2})u^{2}}{c^{2}(c^{2}-\iota(\underline{)})}$ .
Putting
$(3_{0}^{r})-$
$f1^{J^{-}}=\frac{1}{\int\zeta 1},1\cdot\cdot=\frac{\frac{c^{\vee}+\sigma^{-})}{c^{\underline{\supset}}-\sigma-\int’}}{}\iota\iota=\frac{(c^{\underline{)}}+\sigma^{\underline{)}})c^{2}}{c^{4}+\sigma^{2}u^{2}}1l,$ $q=r.\rho\underline{)}$ .




where $r$ is noiv (lefined $]$ )$y’=1+\int_{0}^{\iota}$ I $l^{\vee}dx$ . Let us consi.der the initial $1$)$oundary$ value
ploblem for (3.6) in $t\geq 0$ . $.\iota\cdot\geq 0$ with tlie following initial and $1\supset$otindary conditions.
(3.7) $q(0, .\iota\cdot)=q_{0}(.\iota\cdot)$ . $u(0, .\iota\cdot)=u_{0}(x),$ $x>0$ ,
(3.8) $\iota’(t, 0)=0$ .
Our main resnlt is a.s $fol1’\downarrow’$ .
Theorem 3.1. Snppose that $\log\zeta 10(.\iota:)$ and $\log\frac{c\cdot+u_{0}(?\cdot)}{c-\iota 10(x)}$ are of bounded $\iota ar\cdot iation$ . Then
$the\uparrow\cdot e$ exists $(\iota$ global weak $soli\iota tionfo7^{\cdot}(3.6),$ $(3.7)$ and (3.8) $satisf_{t}/lng$
(3.9) $|tl|<($.
$,$ $q>0$ .
$l’\backslash re$ shall $1\supset 1^{\cdot}iefl;$. explain tlie ontline of $1$) $roof$. First, $c\cdot onsider$ Riemann problem for the
homogeneons $e(1\iota ationcoi\cdot resl)onclillgio(3.6)$ which is given $I$)$y$





$T1_{1t^{Y}11}$ we $c\cdot all$ sliow tliat all )$(1_{1((}\cdot k$ ( $\iota r\backslash re^{\zeta}|;f_{t)}r(3.10)1ia\iota^{r}e$ tlie same $fign1\cdot e$ in tlie $1$) $laiie$ of
$F\mathfrak{i}$ icinaiin $i_{11}\backslash a\iota\cdot i_{\dot{c}}\iota n\{,i$ . Fortitiiat $\iota^{Y}1y,$ $i1_{1^{\supset}}i_{1}$ . figirre is siinilar to the figiire of sliock $c\iota i\cdot vcs$ of
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$t11C(1_{i}\tau s1;i(a1t_{\dot{f}}t^{t_{\grave{)}}}C$ . $Thi\sigma;fa$ ( $i\backslash \backslash as$ also $(1isc\cdot oi^{r}crec1\dagger)\}’$ Siiioller aiid $Teinl$)$le[11]f_{t)}r$ tlie one
$\mathfrak{c}1inic^{1}iisioila1(as()$ of (1.3). $\backslash \iota_{(}\supset((11S(r\iota ctal)1)roxiiiiatcso1\iota\iota$tions via tlic Gli$111111’ S(liffcrcilc()$
$St\cdot 1lellle$ . $\backslash \cdot Io\iota\cdot c1)reciscl\backslash$ . $Wt^{Y}(o\iota\iota str\iota(\uparrow 01\Gamma a)$ solntions of th$t^{}$ forui
$\{solntior\iota$ of Riern$(l7\iota$ probl $\uparrow nf)7^{\cdot}(\cdot\prime f.10)\}+t;),\cross t$ .
$\backslash ext\backslash \backslash \cdot eels\uparrow iliiatei1\iota t^{1}ioi$al $\backslash \cdot al\cdot iation$ of tlie $\dot{c}tl$)$1)1^{\cdot}oxilnate$ solu $\uparrow|ions$ . $\backslash \backslash e$ do it by analyzing
tlic $Wi\lambda\backslash \cdot es$ in $tht^{Y}$ plaiie of $Ri_{Cn1\lambda 1111};_{11\lambda^{\nu}aria11ts_{\sim 1}^{-}}$ and $- 2$ wliere flicy $ar()$ giveii $|)\}^{r}$
$\sim 1\sim=\log q+\frac{r^{2}+\sigma^{2}}{2\sigma c}\log\frac{\zeta+1(}{c-\iota\iota}$ ,
(3.11)
$\sim 2=-\log q+\frac{c^{2}+\sigma^{2}}{2\sigma c}\log\frac{c+u}{c-u}$ .
Using the geoinetry of sliock rvave.$s_{\}$ we estimate the variation of $\log q$ . This is the main
idea of Smoller and Teinple $[$9$]$ . Bnt in our case, we iiiust be more careful since there is
an inhomogeneous term in (3.6). To $ol)tain$ our desired uniform estiinates, we use the
transforinat io11
(3.12) $\iota\iota=c\tanh u=c\frac{e^{\iota v}-e^{-\iota v}}{e^{w}+e^{-w})}$
Instead of estimating $1\iota$ itself, we estimate $\iota’$ . $Fortunate1\}^{r})$ it follows that
(3.13) $\log\frac{C+1l}{c-\iota\iota}=2u\}$ .
The transforniation (3.12) $1)la\backslash \cdot s$ a crucial role in onr paper. Using (3.12) and (3.13), we
$c\cdot anol)tain\iota liiiform$ estimate;; of the $a$ ) solutions and $th\iota ls$ we can constrnct
$glol)al$ weak solution. For the detail, see $[$6].
4. Concluding remarks
$Conseri^{r}ation$ laws are important nonlinear PDEs since many problenis in science have
conserved quantities. Espe$(ially$, the Euler equation of gae dynamics is a typical example
of it and many inathematician have stuclied it. Consequcntly, much of interesting theory
of $e\cdot ons$ervatiou laws $hai^{\gamma}e1$)$een$ cliscovered by $stuc1_{J^{r}}iug$ the Euler eqnation.
But althongh there are many results for the one dimensional case, there are few results
for the multi-cliinensional $c\cdot ase$ . In this case it is indeed difficnlt to obtain desired nniform
estimates for a system of (onservation $la\backslash vs$ . If we look for the solutions with spherical
symmetry, the problems $\rceil)ec\cdot ome$ a onc-climeiisional $prol$)$lem$ and thus we can use one-
dimensional methods aiid theory. $B\iota i$ in this $C\mathfrak{c}\backslash se$ we encounter a singularity at the
origin. Unfori $\iota nai$ ely we $(lo$ not yet $sncc\cdot eeel$ to $cle_{\subset}\iota 1$ with this singnlarity. To avoid this
$singn1arit\}^{r}$. we $e\cdot onsidered$ flic $1$)$rol)lems\{)\iota tside$ a unit ball. We thus obtained, by using
one-dinien:)ioiial niethocls $i$) $ii_{t}1$ our $11e\backslash \backslash$ ineihocls, $se\backslash erit$] results for the inulti-dimensional
casc.
$\backslash 1^{-}eho\iota)cthat_{1}[)yt\cdot 011;\prime i(lerillg$ tlie $1)$ , witli $s1^{heric_{\dot{c}}\iota 1}$) syinnietry, we can find
solntion to tli $t^{}$ $1$)$roblenl$ for flie $gciie^{1}ra1inn1ti- cliincnsi_{t)}1ia1(\dot{c}1se$ .
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